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1 The Purpose of this Guide:
”ATCOR basics in 10 minutes”
This guide is meant as a step by step workflow to get a first impression on how ATCOR
works. During installation 2 demo images + associated files have been copied to the ERDAS
IMAGINE 2015 Installation Directory e.g.:
$IMAGINE_HOME/examples/examples/atcor2 or atcor3.
The image for ATCOR2 is a Landsat TM scene near the city of Essen (central Germany).
For ATCOR3 it is a Landsat ETM+ scene in the Alps close to the city of Chamonix and the
Mont-Blanc (France/Switzerland).
The core of this step by step workflow is an ATCOR Report File (file extension *.rep). It
allows running ATCOR without the tedious work of filling in all necessary input parameters.
Pre-recorded ATCOR Report Files for both modules ATCOR2 and ATCOR3 are available in:
$IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor2 or atcor3 directories.
Time needed for a walk through of ATCOR2 and ATCOR3 is about 10 minutes with real processing of the data to show the capabilities of ATCOR.

2 What you have to make sure before you start:
1. ERDAS IMAGINE 2015 Advantage (minimum) must be installed on your system.
2. ATCOR for IMAGINE 2015 including the Demo-Data provided in the installation
executable must be installed (takes about 2 minutes)
3. The ATCOR licensing and a valid GEOSYSTEMS ATCOR license must be available
and installed.
4. You must have full access right to the directory where the example data reside:
$IMAGINE_HOME/examples/examples/atcor2 or atcor3
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3 ATCOR2 Demo:

Haze Reduction and Atmospheric Correction for Flat Terrain
(the 2 in ATCOR stands for the 2 dimensions it works on)

1. Start: in the Ribbon UI of ERDAS IMAGINE the ATCOR icon is located in the Tab:
Toolbox

2. Click on ATCOR2 Workstation and the following Window comes up:

3. Click on OK to Open an existing ATCOR2 project file.
Background: ATCOR uses a “Project File” which stores all information gathered during operation. We have provided a file recorded earlier. It can be used to automatically fill all parameter fields in the ATCOR menus and make a demonstration an easy
task.
Look for the Project File in the ERDAS IMAGINE 2015 installation Directory:
e.g. $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor2/tm_essen.rep
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4. Accept the file tm_essen.rep and the ATCOR2 Main Menu opens with all parameters already filled in:

5. You could now check which atmospheric Models were selected on the 2nd Tab: Atmospheric Selections in the above menu: Scene Visibility: 35km, Aerosol: mid-latitude summer, rural.
Background: ATCOR needs an a-priori selection of one of these models for the atmospheric correction process.
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6. You can now either go to the SPECTRA Menu (click on the button on the right in the
ATCOR2 menu on “Validate Spectra…”) or directly do a HAZE Removal & Atmospheric Correction Process (click on “Run Correction…”).
 SPECTRA Menu:
If you click on Validate Spectra the following menu comes up:

You can explore how a spectral sample can be taken: Just click with the
in any of
the two windows in e.g. a dark forested area. The diagram to the right will show the
associated spectral plot. The spectral sample is calculated using the pre-selected atmosphere and aerosol type and displays the atmospherically corrected values already.
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Background: SPECTRA is useful to compare the spectra taken in the uncorrected
image with provided ground spectra and this way check if the calibration parameters
(the _.cal-file), the atmosphere and the aerosol type selected for the correction process
are correct. In principle SPECTRA does an atmospheric correction for a selected pixel
in real time.
SPECTRA is basically an interactive step which would be used iteratively until the
selected atmospheric models and the visibility are correct.
To compare with a provided spectrum click on the TAB “Spectrum”:

and select “Load Reference Spectrum”:

Click on the IMAGINE file chooser and select pine_tm.sif:

The spectrum for “pine” is now displayed and can be compared with the sample
picked on the image. The measured spectra from the image sample is processed with
the selected atmospheric conditions (atmosphere, visibility) so it actually can be compared to the measured spectra on the ground (from the library).
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Background:
A) If the two spectra (reference and measurement) look similar, the calibration file
(_.cal) and the selected atmospheric conditions (atmosphere, visibility) are correct and
SPECTRA can be closed to continue with the  HAZE Reduction.
B) If the two spectra (reference and measurement) would be very different, either the
calibration does not provide correct TOA (Top of Atmosphere) input values or the atmospheric conditions (atmosphere, visibility) are not set close enough to the actual
state at the time of the data take and should be changed in an iterative process until the
two spectra resemble each other. This comparison should be done with 2-3 spectra
(water and vegetation samples should be included) until an average fit is reached.
C) If the two spectra are completely different and cannot be aligned by changing the
atmospheric and visibility conditions the Sensor Calibration-File might have to be
updated. A calibration file is a set of correction parameters (gain and bias) for each
sensor which “calibrates” the data values of the raw image to actual radiances at sensor (or TOA). This is needed for ATCOR to be able to start from a common basis regardless of how the reception (e.g. analog to digital quantization within the satellite
sensor) and packaging (e.g. rescaling to fit into the 8-bit range) of the data by the receiving station has been done. ATCOR offers default calibration files which for most
sensors have to be modified to actually reflect the current status (there is even degradation over time in the sensor sensitivity). Information can usually be found in the
metadata or directly from the data provider. Also www.atcor.de has valuable information on how to build your own calibration files.

 To continue with Haze Correction exit the SPECTRA Module by clicking on
“Cancel”
 HAZE Reduction:
From the Main Menu click on “Run Correction…”:

The following “Constant Atmosphere Module” opens (see next page):
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The left window contains the “raw, uncorrected image” (the display band combination
is the same as the default for the standard IMAGINE Viewer (for a 3-bands image)
and can be changed via the IMAGINE Preferences.
The Haze Correction can now be started by clicking on “Haze Correction” on the
right. It takes about 20 seconds and the corrected TM-Essen scene (Essen is a city in
central Germany) is loaded into the window on the right.
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The HAZE-Mask used can be displayed with the option “Select Overlay”. The detected hazy areas are displayed in RED, the clouds (which cannot be corrected) in BLUE.
 Atmospheric Correction:
For this just click on “Atmospheric Correction” and the processing will start. It will
take about 20 seconds to process this 512 x 512 x 7 Bands TM-scene:
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4 ATCOR3 Demo:
Haze Reduction, Atmospheric and Topographic Correction for
Mountainous Terrain (the 3 in ATCOR stands for the 3rd dimension, the height variability)
In the same way as for ATCOR2 an example ATCOR Project File exists: Look for the
Project File in the ERDAS IMAGINE 2015 installation directory:
e.g. $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/tm7_chamonix.rep
The example data are an ETM+ Scene from the Alps: “Chamonix and the Mont-Blanc
area”. The DEM is 75m resolution MONA Pro Europe Data:

The whole procedure is the same as in ATCOR2 except that a DEM is used. It is displayed beneath the image to be corrected in the left window.
The only additional question asked for Atmospheric Correction in ATCOR3 concerns the “BRDF” which should be accepted with OK. BRDF (Bi-directional Reflectance Distribution Function) means that especially for satellite sensors which have
pointing capability the pointing angle and the slope angle might add up and produce a
different spectral signature than from higher angles. This is especially true for extremely flat resulting angles.
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Background: the BRDF simply describes what we all observe every day: that objects
look differently when viewed from different angles, and when illuminated from
different directions. There are several options using different algorithms to correct for
that phenomenon in ATCOR.

Background: the hazy area is in the lower right of the image. Most prominent is the
reduction of the differences of shady and sun-lit slopes after  Atmospheric
Correction. This ability e.g. reduces the number of decision groupings (meadow on
slope facing sun vs. same meadow on slope pointing away from sun) in classifications.

With the Select Overlay you might also show additional intermediate products like:
- Illumination Angle
- Elevation Classes
- Sky View Factor
- Cast Shadow Image
- BRDF Correction Factor

(END)
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GEOSYSTEMS GmbH, Riesstr. 10, D-82110 Germering, GERMANY
 +49(0)89/894343-0,  +49(0)89/894343-99
:info@geosystems.de, URL: www.geosystems.de / www.atcor.de
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